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Abstract—In the last decade, Business Intelligence (BI) became a predictable technological advantage of the large enterprises which could afford to buy, implement and maintain BI solutions. Presently, small and medium size enterprises all over the globe have realized competitive and financial benefits of BI. However, limited IT budgets of small companies and BI’s high total cost of ownership have created a gap between large and small enterprises where small enterprises do not become fortunate to avail the virtues of BI because of the affordability factor. This research proposes a BI framework which provides automated data mapping, loading from user application to BI framework and also validates it. The implementation of the proposed framework provides convenience of use and effective cost saving as it does not require any technical expertise and any non-technical user can get on with it very well.

Index Terms—Business intelligence, software as a service, small enterprise, SME

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern day enterprises rely on large amounts of data. The handling and conversion of this huge amount of data to knowledge is a highly critical job. In order to convert this data into knowledge and employing the knowledge to make wise decisions involves a combination of technologies and techniques like data warehousing, on-line analysis processing (OLAP) technologies, data mining and other tools. All of these technologies are coupled together to be called Business Intelligence.

The proposed framework for user application to BI framework makes simpler the process of data mapping, validating, and loading based on customer profile. The proposed framework helps in reducing time of data mapping, validating, and loading. It is also helpful for software BI vendors to increase customer base and strengthen relations with their customers. We also identified that there is no single solution available to fulfill all the requirements for on-demand business intelligence solution. This research follows Ralph Kimball who is considered as pioneers of data warehousing and Business Intelligence [1]. It is considered worth to discuss some important terms related to BI before proceeding to upcoming sections.

A. Business Intelligence

There are many professional definitions of BI exist nevertheless none of them is a standard. “Business Intelligence is a term that refers to collecting, structuring, analyzing and leveraging of data to turn it into easy-to-understand information. The term dates back to October 1958 stated in an IBM Journal article by Hans Peter Luhn titled “A Business Intelligence System [2].” Another definition is “Business intelligence (BI) is a broad category of applications and technologies for gathering, storing, analyzing, and providing access to data to help enterprise users make better business decisions [3]. The goal of BI is to help decision-makers make more informed and better decisions to guide their business.

B. BI Terms

There are numerous BI terms uses in the market such as operational databases, OLTP, Data warehouse, data mart, OLAP and OLAP Server, Drill down/up, ad-hoc query and analysis, dimension, Fact/Measure, KPI, dashboard, and scorecard [4]-[7].

C. BI Tools

Business intelligence tools are a type of application software designed to report, analyze and present data. The tools generally read data that have been previously stored, often, though not necessarily, in a data warehouse or data mart [8]. Business intelligence tools can be broken down into three categories: 1) Query and reporting; 2) Online analytical processing (OLAP); and 3) Information mining [5]. There are numerous BI tools exist in the market for instance 1) SAP Business Objects; 2) IBM Cognos; 3) ProClarity; 4) and QlikView [9]-[12].

The remaining sections of the paper are as follows. Related Work is discussed in Section 2. In Section 3, we have discussed the proposed framework in detail. Section 4 covers the proposed framework implementation. Therefore Section 5 covers the conclusion and future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Business Intelligence is to get proper knowledge to make intelligent decisions but most BI systems are partial or local, which lack systematic information compilation and processing therefore compilation of extra information can lead to information and knowledge excess which make business intelligence difficult. Usually the business intelligence software scale is massive, development and
maintenance cycle is long, and costly. It is difficult for the small and medium-size companies to develop BI system. The problem is with data model blueprints and ontology style that face amalgamation of business intelligence systems based on different data sources and structure.

Integration framework for business intelligence system (BIS) and services resources based-ontology is proposed as well as data model prototypes and ontology method which can resolve the different data sources and structures integration dilemma [13]. BIS assimilation based on ontology is the central part of the architecture is the repository; this stores configuration information about the IT infrastructure, the metadata for all applications, projects, scenarios, and execution logs. Repositories can be installed on an OLTP rational database. This metadata is stored in a centralized metadata repository. There is only one master repository, which holds the following information: 1) safety information together with users, profiles and access privileges for the data integration units; 2) Topology information together with technologies, definitions of servers and schemas, contexts and languages; 3) Old edition of objects. The information controlled in the master repository is maintained with Topology Manager and Security Manager [13].

A novel system called Entity Recognition in Context of Structured data (EROCS) is used for enhancing Business Intelligence by allowing OLAP tools to analyze structured and unstructured data in a collective manner. EROCS is quite competent in discovering relational entities unseen in unstructured text while management of unstructured data needs further research [14].

EROCS model enables the unstructured information to be correlated with the structured information and this enables cubes to be defined on aggregations of the concurrent data. Consequently current OLAP tools are limited to analyzing structured data. The knowledge base driving EROCS components hold repository of emails and a customer database that have records of all the clients of the enterprise, every email is given to different dictionary-based UIMA Annotators to explain the noun phrases appears in the document. The annotated text is then inputted in the EROCS module which uses the Entity Templates to recognize the best structured records to match with different parts in the text. The production of the EROCS component is a connection that is stored in the relation table. EROCS uses UIMA annotators to recognize the background information in the email, similar to customer, store name, and product particulars (i.e., noun expression, represent as XML annotations), and after that recognize the best operation in the relational database to matches this context [14].

A new business intelligence prototype namely BlaaS comprised a number of services and application to provide rapid development, lessen repair cost, investment price, decrease project risk, tiny development cycle and cheapest solutions. It is very valuable for the business intelligent development of small and medium-sized enterprise. BlaaS applications are mainly comparable to the other applications build using service-oriented design values. Using this architecture, the vendor’s hosts numerous clients on a load-balanced farm of the same instance, with every client data reserved separate, and with configurable metadata gives an exclusive user knowledge and characteristic set for each client. It is scalable to a large number of clients, because the number of servers and instances on the back end can be enhanced or reduced as essential to match demand, without requiring extra re-architecting of the application, and changes or fixes can be resolved to thousands of tenants as simply as a single tenant [15].

A systematic information collection method is designed based on extenics theory to describe information and give an information cube for collecting the integrated information. It helps to collect proper systematic data for business information and find more knowledge by extension transformations [16]. Initially, the information of both goals and conditions to build business intelligence target server are collected. Information for the pathway from condition to goal, all information will be combined with their nature of information. The pathway is called extenics. Extenics is a new discipline for dealing with contradiction with formalize model. Its theoretical pillars are basic element theory and extension set theory. The information for BI can be classified in the following stages: 1) Goal and the conditions; 2) the pathway of BI implementation; 3) Basic Element of Information; and 4) the conjugate nature of Basic Elements [16]. Additional research is needed on information processing with extension reasoning, transformation, intelligent knowledge management processes, and information cube process [16].

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

The proposed BI framework facilitates automated data mapping, validating, and loading from user application. The proposed framework is highly customizable in nature capable of handling customer most critical BI requirements. The framework format consists of forms, database, reports, and dashboards. All information of reports and forms controls such as checkbox, labels, textbox, combo box, radio button, button, link button, tree view, timer, script manager, SQL data source, and conditions are on form. The proposed framework empowers to retrieve and store information required by the form and their controls. This is possible only if we have all the necessary information required by the forms and their controls.

We are covering pharmaceutical sales intelligence. All users information stores are included in a table with all of their business requirements by doing this we build a metadata for application in the database. Requirements, reports, KPI and dashboards are also reusable, for example customer business area, data source, data model names used on subject/business area form can also be used for other user. The client data will be authenticate based on the client profile available in the central metadata repository, by doing this, data will load at staging area and then finally in the target. After this, it will automatically start functioning for business intelligence.

Architecturally, this solution is alike to BlaaS [15] applications constructed using service-oriented design ethics. This framework for business intelligence application provides pre-built data mapping templates, databases, ODS,
data marts, data warehouse, and the KPIs for dashboard and scorecard for each of the business processes in a vertical fashion. These pre-built templates mitigate the risk from users not specifying the requirements completely. Next diagram (see Fig. 1) shows the operation of our model:

![BI framework to mechanize data mapping, validation, and loading from user application.](image)

This model can be accessible not only from on-premises implementation, but also for cloud platform as well. The most significant distinction is the addition of planning & management module, script generator module, and data file up-loader which is accountable for managing application configuration for individual clients, data mapping, script generating for source database, validating, and file uploading.

The client can upload data file through this user interface, and as file will upload automatically the control will be transferred to data collector process and data file will be validated based on client profile. Once the file is validated successfully it is transferred at a particular location and afterwards it will be loaded at the staging area according to schedule.

A. **Planning and Management Module**

The processes are controlled by planning and management module which have three sub-modules i.e., user profile module, „business area module, data sources, and data warehouse type”, information package module, script generator routine, and metadata repository.

1) **User profile module**

This module is accountable for collection of client personal information. The information is stored in central repository. Depending on the content and the amount of information about the user, a business intelligence application facility will be modeled.

2) **Business area module**

This module is accountable to store client information about their subject area, source database, and target model for example data warehouse requires, all the contents integrated with the user profile.

3) **Information package module**

We used information package technique that captures the dimensions, the attributes of the dimensions, and the facts or metrics for a specific subject-area. The first column headings classify the dimensions or fact with their attributes. Using this technique, we are mapping data, and generating two types of scripts 1) Data file generation script for client source database to generate data file for example SQL Server, Oracle, FoxPro etc.; and 2) Script to build target repository that generate dimensional model at target on the basis of user requirement.

B. **BI Processing Layer**

In BI processing, we make tight coupling between BI and data warehousing [2]. Generally there are multiple services including: 1) ETL tool and data warehouse; 2) Data modeling and reprocessing tool; 3) Meta data exchange; 4) Policy-making engine module rule and measure.

C. **Data Presentation Layer**

There is a variety of conventional ways to visualize data. In fact, there are much better, thoughtful, creative and absolutely fascinating ways to visualize data. In this service, data presentation layer provides pre-built report. These templates will reduce the time required to design and build the reports and analytics.

D. **Data Visualization Layer**

Without visualization, this information would be difficult to understand. Data visualization layer provides pre-built dashboards with the right visualizations. These templates will reduce the time required to design and build the dashboard and scorecard.

IV. **CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK**

We have focused to automate data mapping, validation, and loading from user application to BI framework. We have proposed a model with respect to customer profile based data mapping, validation and data loading solution which will help for Business intelligence's development for small and medium-sized enterprises. The future plan is to extend this existing proposed framework to support metadata based on auto generated ETL mapping, metrics, and project documentation.
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